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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Bill Curry

Gubi Obello LED Portable Table
Lamp

This portable Gubi table lamp was designed by acclaimed
designer Bill Curry. He designed the Obello in his house in LA in
the 1970s when the atomic age, space race, and pop culture
were at the forefront of everyday life. Curry took his inspiration
from the 1970s Los Angles culture to create the Obello LED
portable lamp. His drawing of this design was highly innovative of
the time and was representative of the mushroom clouds that
became strong imagery of the 1970s. Sadly Curry passed away
that year and never saw the Obello in production, however, Gubi
has taken the lead and has finally released the iconic Obello
design.

Featuring a simplistic striking design, this lamp contains two LED
modules that illuminate both the top of the shade and the stem so
that the lamp has lit equally and peacefully. This peaceful glow
can be dimmed with ease from the integrated dimmer switch
located on the base of the lamp. Once fully charged, this lamp
can provide a warming ambiance for 40 hours. The rechargeable
nature of this lamp allows for ultimate portability and its
dimmable nature allows you to create the perfect atmosphere
wherever you go.

The Obello portable is also highly durable, this lamp is outdoor
friendly and with its 44 IP rating, it can withstand a light rain
shower and be around soil and sand. This durability is paired with
the delicate design of the Obello portable. The skilled
craftsmanship of this lamp results in a stunning practical design.
The mouth-blown frosted glass creates a beautifully diffused light
that brightens any space, indoors or out.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 2.5W, 2700K, 250 Lumens

IP Code: 44

Dimming: Integrated dimmer on the product.

Dimensions: Height: 24cm
Base: Ø10cm
Shade: Ø22cm
Cable Length: 100cm
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